Sutter Management Still Demanding Takeaways

Today in bargaining, Sutter/ABSMC management reiterated their full package of takeaway proposals. In addition, they continue to refuse to provide information to back up their claims that without the takeaways, the hospitals will be in danger of closure.

This Saturday (May 26) will mark the 20th anniversary of the beginning of the strike at Summit (before the merger with Sutter) in 1992. Nurses, techs, and the other unions stayed united and were victorious in maintaining our benefits and working conditions and our right to support one another. Following the strike, the hospital’s CEO, Director of Nursing, and attorney were all fired.

This history shows us that as long as we stay strong and united, we will win the ongoing fight against Sutter’s outrageous takeaways.

Next bargaining sessions are May 30 and 31. If you’re interested in joining us, please contact your labor rep or nurse negotiator for details.

For the latest information, call our HOTLINE at 510-433-2798.